Lab Plan for Arms B258 & North Mudd B201

Before using the lab you must schedule a day and time when you want to use the lab. A Shared Google Calendar has been created. This shared calendar can be view on the GPS webpage and it will show the day and time the labs are in use and by who. If you have not been safety trained for the lab(s) you will need to be before you can schedule a day and time.

The Google calendar is: rocklabscaltech@gmail.com.

Contact Mark Garcia, Julia Zuckerman or Leticia Calderon if you need the password to schedule your lab time.

• No more than a Maximum of 2 people are allowed to work in the lab, with 1 being the preference.

• People need to be spaced 10 feet apart and wearing a mask is required at all times.

• Upon entry one is to wash their hands with soap and water or use hand sanitizer.

• No food or drink will be allowed in the lab.

• All touch points are to be wiped down with alcohol hand wipes before and after each use. These touch points include (machine buttons, handles, hammers, knobs, lids, or any part of the equipment that was handled)